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“Being a Move Mate reminds me to stop and take time out
of my busy week, to slow down and to appreciate the little
things in life. We look at the flowers in people’s gardens as
we chat and amble along. It’s beneficial for my wellbeing as
well as the person I walk with.”
Move Mate Volunteer
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Message from Chair of Trustees and Chief Executive

Nick Griffin, Chair of Trustees
What an incredible first year we have had pursuing our goal to
get everyone moving.
There have been free workouts for people of all ages and
abilities, all over the city and even in fire stations! Our website
and interactive Move Map has enabled people to cancel their
unused gym memberships and reclaim the streets and open
spaces as the place to get fit.
The highlight for me personally has been the growth of the
Move Mates project, where our marvellous walking buddies
have been getting people up and out of their houses.
Everything we do makes a lasting impact to the people who
have been involved; the kids and parents exercising together in
the park, the older person experiencing their neighbourhood on
foot for the first time in ages and the volunteers gaining in their
own personal confidence.
So, thank you to everyone involved – volunteers, donors, our
staff and trustees. None of this would be possible without you.
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Message from Chair of Trustees and Chief Executive

Egg Cameron, Chief Executive
Setting up a charity has been a steep learning curve, and I’m
hugely grateful to the trustees for their guidance, as well as to
all our funders, supporters and volunteers for enabling us to
make such an impact in our first year.
I am proud that Move the Masses has supported so many
people to get active through our pop-up workouts, online
videos and our fantastic Move Mates project.
Measuring the impact of our work through outputs is vital
to secure funding. But for me, the real impact is measured
through feedback and stories; the personal journeys of people
who we have helped to overcome the barriers and challenges
they face.
We truly believe that everybody should have the opportunity
to be active and we will continue to strive to find ways to make
physical activity accessible to everyone.
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Our mission

Financial

Our passion and ambition are to get more
people moving in York’s fantastic open
spaces and beyond. We believe that
everyone regardless of age, ability, income
and health should be able to experience
the mental, physical, emotional and social
benefits of physical activity.

Our services are free or pay it forward meaning that those
who are at socioeconomic disadvantage can access our
projects. We also go beyond that by making sure no special
equipment or clothing is needed to take part in our sessions.

Being active reduces risk of major illnesses,
such as heart disease, stroke, type II
diabetes and cancer by up to 50%. We also
know that exercise can boost self-esteem,
mood, sleep quality and energy, as well
as reducing risk of stress, depression and
dementia.

We know that people have busy lives and dedicating time
for physical activity can be difficult. We make use of the
local environment in many different locations around the
city meaning travel time is minimal. Move Zone sessions
are quick, simple and flexible.

Social inequality often prevents people from
being active. We understand the barriers
people may face in getting moving and
work to reduce these with our projects.

Confidence
We provide a friendly face and moral support.
We understand that getting started on your own is
hard and that self-confidence improves over time with
team or 1:1 support.

Time

Knowledge
People can feel daunted by where to start or feel they don’t
know enough about how to exercise safely. Our Move
Zone videos include three levels of workout with safety
information and demonstrate exercises simply and clearly.
In our first year, we have pursued our mission with two
projects; Move Zone and Move Mates.

“We came to two pop-up sessions and now that
we know what to do, we go to the park every
week in a group to do the exercises.”
Clifton pop-up participant
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Our mission

Move Zones

Move Mates

We promote eleven open public spaces as Move Zones
across the city, each of these is shown on our online
Move Map. We share with people how to exercise
free of charge and without the need for any additional
equipment. We do this by running filming sessions
and producing short videos to demonstrate a range of
exercises for all abilities. Registered website users have
the opportunity to completed log workouts.

Move Mates helps people to get out and about with the
support of a volunteer walking buddy. We pair people
with a Move Mate volunteer living or working within the
same local community to meet regularly for a walk. This
can be a walk to the shops, to collect a prescription or
simply a stroll round the local area.

We provide free access to pop-up workouts run by our
volunteer Move Champions. These sessions take place
throughout York and are a great way for people to meet
each other in a fun, relaxed environment whilst learning
how to exercise using already available resources.
As well as our free sessions, we also run peg-it fitness
sessions where participants can walk, run or cycle to
explore the city whilst completing mini workouts in
different areas. Our paid sessions have pay-it-forward
places available for those who can’t afford it.

We also work closely with partners to provide responsive
action when people would like a buddy to walk to a local
activity or event provided by another organisation.
For example, we provide one-off Move Mates for the
Community Dog Café run by Keep Your Pet.
Move Mates supports people of all ages to improve both
physical and mental wellbeing. We provide the motivation,
company and moral support to help people to become
more active and less socially isolated. Long-term we hope
to contribute to community cohesion by encouraging
people to get to know others in their local area.

“I had no idea how many different exercises
you could do with one piece of outdoor
equipment! My eyes have been opened.”

“I challenge any volunteers not to get a huge
satisfaction from the visits. Even when life is
busy, I genuinely look forward to my visits.”

Fishergate pop-up participant

Move Mate Volunteer

The Move the
Masses Move
Map showing our
Move Zones
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Our impact

We know that our projects make a difference to people’s lives by enabling them to become physically
active and healthier. In our first year we have contributed to significant positive change for people
both through Move Zones and Move Mates. These stories of change demonstrate our potential in
addressing barriers to exercise and in increasing opportunities for people to benefit from moving
more. We are currently developing our outcomes measures so we can capture even more evidence
of our impact in future.

Move Zones

63

29

Sessions run
in total

Sessions run
by volunteers

“There were a few youths hanging around the
park who expressed an interest in what we were
doing and a couple of them even joined in for a
short time. I love that Move the Masses can help
raise the visibility of group exercise in this way.”

11
Move Zones with three
levels of workout videos
(Get Moving, Move More,
Move Massively!)

“Mum very much enjoys her little walks out
and I’m sure the fresh air and exercise help her
to sleep better at night. Thank you so much for
your time and kindness.”
Son of Move Mate Beneficiary

Peg-it participant
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Our impact

Move Mates

20

18

112

People had a
Move Mate

Move Mate
Volunteers

Walks
total

May - June
2019
20 hours spent
walking /
Average walk
time 22mins
41 hours spent
volunteering /
Average time
together 45 mins

Beneficiary Outcomes
Motivation and encouragement

Improved physical health

Physical activity

Increased confidence

Intergenerational relationships

Improved mental well being

Social interaction

Reduced social isolation

Signposting to other services

Community cohesion

Volunteer Outcomes

Community Outcomes

Here’s what our volunteers said about the benefits of
being a Move Mate:

Move Mates brings people together in their local area
helping to build a strong sense of community. The
training and awareness sessions we provide for Move
Mates also benefits people across the city and beyond.
For example, following a Dementia Friends session, one
of our volunteers wore her Dementia Friends badge
whilst out at the supermarket and was approached by
a person who recognised it. The lady had chosen her
shopping but was feeling uncertain about the checkout
process. Our Move Mate happily went with her and gave
her some moral support- nothing more than that was
needed - just a friendly face.
As members of York
Dementia Action Alliance
we are proud to be able to
work together in making York
a great place for all to live.

It helps improve
communication and
people skills

It gives a feeling of
pride and a sense of
purpose

Listening, talking and
sharing experiences is
good for wellbeing

It gives opportunities
to explore York and the
local community
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Partners and supporters

4

Our aim is always to work in collaboration
with other local charities, community groups,
businesses and statutory organisations.
Together we are always stronger.

Two local fitness businesses have provided free sessions to
fundraise for us, thank you to Egg Coaching and Yorkshire
Fitness.

We’d love to say a huge thanks to
the following organisations who have
collaborated with us and supported us:
Also a massive thanks to Move Champions; Kevern
Stafford, Gavin Sullivan and Paul Anderson who have all
provided free Move Zone sessions.

Age UK
Alzheimer’s Society York
City of York Council
Local Area Coordination – York
NHS Vale of York CCG
North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue
North Yorkshire Sport
Ways to Wellbeing
United Bikes
York Neighbours

“That felt really good. It’s great to get out there
in the fresh air. I feel more confidence to get out
myself now.”

YUMI

Move Mate Beneficiary

York Dementia Action Alliance
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Financial Statement

Other
Grants

£1000

Ward-funded
Projects

Total Income

£22867

£14815

Paid session sales
and contracted
services

£578
Fundraising
and donations

£1400
Tang Hall Big Local
Community Grant

Ways to Wellbeing
Small Grant Fund

£1599

£3475

Total Expenditure

£16806

Funds Allocated to
Ongoing Projects

£5895

End of
Year Funds

£6061
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Funds

£167
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www.movethemasses.org.uk
Move the Masses • 95 Front Street • York • YO24 3BU
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